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Abstract. The propagation and the evolution of Alfve´nic pulses in the solar coronal arcades is investigated by means of MHD
numerical simulations. Significant transverse oscillations in coronal loops, triggered by nearby flare events, are often measured
in EUV lines and are generally interpreted as standing kink modes. However, the damping times of these oscillations are
typically very short (from one to a few periods) and the physical mechanism responsible for the decay is still a matter of debate.
Moreover, the majority of the observed cases actually appears to be better modeled by propagating, rather than standing, modes.
Here we perform 2.5-D compressible MHD simulations of impulsively generated Alfve´n waves propagating in a potential
magnetic arcade (assumed as a simplified 2-D loop model), taking into account the stratification of the solar atmosphere with
height from the photosphere to the corona. The results show a strong spreading of the initially localized pulses along the loop,
due to the variations in the Alfve´n velocity with height, and correspondingly an efficient damping of the amplitude of the
oscillations. We believe that simple explanations based on the effects of wave propagation in highly inhomogeneous media
may apply to the majority of the reported cases, and that variations of the background density and Alfve´n speed along the loop
should be considered as key ingredients in future models.
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1. Introduction
Thanks to the unprecedented spatial and temporal resolu-
tion of the EUV instruments on board the SOHO (Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory) and TRACE (Transition Region
and Coronal Explorer) spacecrafts, there is a branch of Solar
Physics which has been undergoing a very rapid development,
namely coronal seismology (see Roberts 2000 for a review).
The accurate observation of oscillations in different coronal
structures (e.g. prominences, loops, plumes), together with
density and temperature measurements, can be compared with
theoretical models to infer plasma parameters otherwise diffi-
cult to measure, such as the coronal magnetic eld strength.
The basic theoretical framework needed to implement such a
diagnostic tool is magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), which is as-
sumed in most of the models for coronal equilibrium structures
and wave propagation.
An important example of application of MHD coronal
seismology is provided by loop oscillations. Aschwanden et
al. (1999) and Nakariakov et al. (1999) have both analyzed
TRACE observations of the motions induced by a are (oc-
curred on 1998 July 14) in a system of loops of a magnetic
arcade. Nakariakov et al. (1999) investigated in particular the
transverse oscillations of a single bright loop and measured
their damping (e-folding) time. This turned out to be extremely
short, just three times the oscillation period (approximately 15
minutes for a period of about 5 minutes). The result was inter-
preted by the authors as viscous damping of global kink stand-
ing modes in high density ux tubes, although the data could be
tted only by assuming (shear) Reynolds numbers of 105−106,
very low when compared to what is generally assumed for an
almost collisionless corona: R ∼ 1012−1014 (similar values are
supposed to hold for the magnetic Reynolds number). Such low
values for the collisional viscosity and resistivity coefficients
may be of paramount importance for the solution of the coro-
nal heating problem (see e.g. Malara & Velli 1994; Del Zanna
& Velli 2002, for reviews on wave-based heating mechanisms).
The above interpretation has obviously opened a lively
debate in the solar community. Other observations have fol-
lowed (Schrijver & Brown 2000; Nakariakov & Ofman 2001;
Schrijver et al. 2002; Aschwanden et al. 2002; De Moortel et
al. 2002) and alternative explanations for the quick damping
have been put forward. Schrijver & Brown (2000) proposed
that the observed oscillations are actually induced by photo-
spheric footpoint motions, amplied in the corona if the orig-
inal displacement occurs in the close vicinities of a magnetic
null point. This scenario is supported by the fact that the wave
period matches the typical photospheric sound wave period
(around 5 minutes), although a time-dependent model aimed
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at explaining the damped oscillations is still missing. Other
models based on the photospherecorona connection consider
the possible leakage of standing kink modes at the transition
region density jump. Based on the analysis by Berghmans &
De Bruyne (1995), Nakariakov et al. (1999) discarded that
hypothesis because the predicted damping times were far too
long (see however De Pontieu et al. 2001). A 1-D numer-
ical model by Ofman (2002) later conrmed that the leak-
age damping time should be longer than the observed one by
at least a factor ve. The last group of theoretical interpre-
tations still relies on the original modeling of the loop as a
ux tube. If its boundaries are sharp enough, with correspond-
ingly large Alfv·en speed gradients, then dissipation is likely to
be enhanced there, either by phase mixing or by resonant ab-
sorption (Roberts 2000; Ruderman & Roberts 2002; Ofman &
Aschwanden 2002; Goossens et al. 2002; Aschwanden et al.
2003).
Other than just clear cases of standing modes, different
kinds of transverse oscillations are observed in coronal loops
in response to nearby ares. In particular, Aschwanden et al.
(2002) analyzed TRACE observations of 26 oscillating loops
and concluded that global modes are actually very rare, the
majority of the events being better explained by impulsively
generated MHD waves, which then propagate back and forth
along the loop and rapidly decay. This scenario appears to be
more realistic, since a are is likely to affect the loop locally at
the initial time while only later the disturbances will propagate.
Also, in most cases asymmetric oscillations and irregular wave
propagation periods are observed, as expected for a random lo-
cation of the initial pulse along the loop. The authors nd even
smaller (1 − 3) ratios between decay times and wave periods
(especially for small loops, say with total length less than 105
km) and conclude by claiming that footpoint leakage may still
explain the damping, provided the transition region tempera-
ture prole is not too sharp and the chromospheric scale height
is large enough.
Finally, also compressive oscillations are observed in coro-
nal loops by the SOHO and TRACE instruments. These can
be either propagating waves along cool loops (Berghmans &
Clette 1999; De Moortel et al. 2000; Robbrecht et al. 2001),
or standing modes in hot post-are loops (rst seen in both
Doppler shift and intensity by Wang et al. 2003) with rapid
decay times similar to the case of kink modes. All these oscil-
lations are modeled as slow magnetosonic longitudinal modes
(Nakariakov et al. 2000), where thermal conduction is expected
to play a major role in the damping mechanism (Ofman &
Wang 2002; De Moortel & Hood 2003; Mendoza-Briceno et
al. 2004). Impulsive generation of acoustic modes has also
been recently modeled (Nakariakov et al. 2004; Tsiklauri et al.
2004).
While the various damping models have been separately
analyzed as described above a set of full MHD multidimen-
sional simulations is still missing. For example, all the theo-
retical models concerning partial reection of coronal waves
through the transition region, and consequent footpoint leak-
age, are 1-D (e.g. Hollweg 1984, for an early analytical work
and Ofman 2002, for a simulation in cold MHD), thus the loop
curvature and the possible variation of Alfv·en velocity along
the loop itself are neglected. Both ingredients are likely to be
very important, since the predicted wavelength of kink modes
often exceeds the loop curvature radius while a varying Alfv·en
velocity may change the propagation properties, as we shall see
below. Multidimensional simulations have been proposed so
far for Alfv·enic pulses in open coronal structures (Cargill et al.
1997), for fast magnetosonic MHD modes in coronal arcades
(Oliver et al. 1998; Arregui et al. 2001), and for standing waves
in arcades and loops (Terradas & Ofman 2004). In addition to
the above studies, numerical MHD simulations of the propa-
gation of Alfv·enic pulses in a compressible plasma, aimed at
studying the coupling to magnetosonic modes and phase mix-
ing effects, have been extensively performed (e.g. Malara et
al. 1996; Nakariakov et al. 1997; Tsiklauri et al. 2001, 2002a,
2002b, 2003; Selwa et al. 2004). In these works the geometry
is simplied by considering constant magnetic elds and den-
sity gradients perpendicular to the eldlines, in order to model
just the region near the loop boundaries, thus still neglecting
the loop curvature and the stratication by gravity.
In the present paper we make an effort to extend these previ-
ous numerical works in two directions. First, we consider trans-
verse oscillations due to the propagation of Alfv·enic pulses in a
2-D magnetic coronal arcade, given as a potential eld congu-
ration, that models a system of neighboring loops. Thus we do
not consider here the usual picture of dense loops in ux tubes,
which may act as wave-guide for fast (kink) modes. Second,
we include a realistic solar atmosphere, with a model transition
region, separating the hot corona from the cooler photosphere,
and the density stratication due to gravity. The chosen settings
will thus allow us to consider either the leakage at the transi-
tion region and the effects on wave propagation and decay in
a 2-D inhomogeneous medium, namely WKB losses and the
spreading, basically an effective dispersion, of the initial pulse
along the loop, both consequences of the variation of the back-
ground density and Alfv·en velocity. Moreover, compressible
effects and non-linearity are fully retained, so that mode cou-
pling and wave steepening are allowed in the simulations. As
the present paper was in the submission process, we became
aware of a paper on 3-D MHD numerical simulations with set-
tings similar to ours which has been published very recently
(Miyagoshi et al. 2004). Comparisons and comments will be
given in the conclusions.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 the initial set-
tings and the simulation setup are described. A brief analytical
introduction is given in Sect. 3, whereas Sect. 4 and relative
subsections are devoted to the results, for the two cases of sym-
metric and asymmetric pulses. Further comments on the model
and nal conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
2. Initial conditions and numerical setup
The present work is devoted to the study of the dynamical prop-
erties of ideal Alfv·enic pulses propagating in a stratied and
magnetically structured solar atmosphere. This is a challenging
problem even from a numerical point of view, due to the large
differences in the characteristic time and length scales imposed
by the vertical stratication and by the presence of strong mag-
netic elds. Since we are mainly interested in the dynamics,
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the rst simplifying assumption that we make is to consider
the ideal MHD equations, thus neglecting explicit dissipative
terms. Moreover we will assume an adiabatic index γ = 1, so
that the (isothermal) energy equation automatically reduces to
a continuity-like equation for the pressure. In other words, the
temperature jump from the photosphere to the corona is sup-
posed to be maintained by an efficient coupling between heat-
ing (in the corona) and conductive and radiative losses (in the
transition region and chromosphere), although those terms are
not included explicitly in our analysis.
The ideal MHD equations considered in the present paper,
written in conservative form (as needed by our shock-capturing
method) and in the Gaussian (CGS) system, are:
∂t ρ + ∇ · (ρv) = 0, (1)
∂t p + ∇ · (pv) = 0, (2)
∂t (ρv) + ∇ · [ρvv − BB/4pi + (p + B2/8pi)I)] = ρg, (3)
∂t B − ∇ × (v × B) = 0, (4)
∇ · B = 0, (5)
where g is the surface gravity acceleration, I is the diagonal
identity tensor, and the other quantities have their usual mean-
ing. Notice that the above system is fully nonlinear, plasma
compressibility is retained and the temperature, here derived
from the equation of state for a fully ionized gas p = 2nkBT
(n ≈ ρ/mp is the electron and proton number density), is not
bound to be constant in spite of γ = 1, as the density and the
pressure are evolved in time separately.
The initial static equilibrium conguration consists of a po-
tential magnetic eld, taken as a model for a system of coro-
nal loops (an arcade), embedded in a vertically stratied atmo-
sphere. Let us consider a square computational domain in 2-D
Cartesian geometry, with horizontal coordinate −L/2 < x <
L/2 and vertical coordinate 0 < z < L, where L is both the ar-
cade width and the computational box size, with z = 0 indicat-
ing the photospheric level. Translational symmetry is assumed
in the other horizontal direction y, though the y components of
the velocity and magnetic eld vectors are allowed (we are as-
suming the so-called 2.5-D approximation here). In particular
vy will be given as the initial perturbation that drives the subse-
quent evolution.
To model the coronal arcade we choose a standard poten-
tial eld solution of the static 2-D MHD equations (e.g. Priest,
1982):
Bx = B0 cos(kx) exp(−kz), Bz = −B0 sin(kx) exp(−kz), (6)
where B0 is the photospheric eld magnitude at the footpoints
x = ±L/2 and k = pi/L. Note that the divergence-free condition
Eq. (5) is satised (the eld may be derived from the magnetic
potential Ay(x, z) = (B0/k) cos(kx) exp(−kz)) and the solution is
current-free (4piJy/c = −∇2Ay = 0), as expected for 2-D poten-
tial elds. The choice of the above force-free eld conguration
allows us to decouple the balance of the other forces acting on
the system from the magnetic ones. In fact, the divergence of
the magnetic part of the momentum tensor in Eq. (3) reduces to
the usual form of the Lorentz force −J × B/c, which is zero in
our settings, so that the pressure gradients must simply balance
gravity, directed in the vertical (negative) direction alone. The
resulting equilibrium is thus dened by the z component of the
momentum equation, which simply becomes
dp
dz + ρg = 0, (7)
and by using the equation of state we may nally solve for the
thermal pressure, once the temperature T = T (z) is prescribed:
p(z) = p(z0) exp
[
−
mpg
2kB
∫ z
z0
d z′
T (z′)
]
. (8)
As in Cargill et al. (1997), the temperature prole is taken here
as a smoothed (to reduce numerical diffusion) step function,
with a low photospheric temperature Tphot and a higher coro-
nal temperature Tcor separated at zt by a transition region of
arbitrary width zw. By using their function
T (z) = 1
2
(Tcor + Tphot) + 12(Tcor − Tphot) tanh
(
z − zt
zw
)
(9)
pressure and density z proles can be easily integrated analyti-
cally.
The thermodynamical quantities and those related to the
magnetic eld are plotted respectively in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
for the numerical parameters chosen in the initial equilibrium
described above. The unit of length is 103 km = 108 cm (or
1 Mm), and we assume an arcade width of L = 50×103 km, ve-
locities will be expressed in units of 103 km s−1 = 108 cm s−1,
proper for the coronal environment, and times in seconds. The
photosphere is modeled as a strongly stratied atmosphere
with temperature Tphot = 6000 K (with a corresponding den-
sity scale height of Hphot = 2kBTphot/mpg ' 360 km, where
g = 2.74 × 104 cm s−2) up to the transition region, placed at
zt = 2 × 103 km, where a temperature jump as high as 200
yields a coronal temperature of Tcor = 1.2 × 106 K (with a cor-
responding scale height Hcor ' 72×103 km). Density and pres-
sure are normalized by requiring the value ρ = 10−15 g cm−3
(n ' 6×108 cm−3) at the coronal base, just above the transition
region. The magnetic eld is normalized to B0 = 40 G, which
leads to a maximum of the Alfv·en speed vA of ' 3000 km s−1
(at the coronal base) and to a corresponding minimum value of
the plasma beta, dened here as the squared ratio of the sound
speed to the Alfv·en speed, of about 2 × 10−3.
The large density jump of four orders of magnitude from
the photospheric base to the corona, and the correspondent
jump of a factor 100 in the Alfv·en speed and thus in the wave
propagation characteristic time scales, do not allow to follow
numerically the dynamics in both environments. Therefore, in
the present simulations only the (fast) coronal dynamics will be
studied with sufficient temporal and spatial resolution, whereas
waves penetrating the atmospheric layers below will appear as
almost steady, poorly resolved features.
Notice that since the eld magnitude B = |B| depends on z
alone, as B = B0 exp(−kz) from Eqs. (6), also the Alfv·en speed
(and the plasma beta) will depend on z only. In particular, in
the corona we can write
vA = B (4piρ)−1/2 ∝ exp[−(1 − δ/2) kz], (10)
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Fig. 1. The initial configuration: thermodynamical quantities. The
temperature jump at the transition region is 200, ranging from Tphot =
6000 K to Tcor = 1.2×106 K. Note that less than half of the entire z do-
main is displayed, to better appreciate the gradients in the photosphere
and at the transition region.
where
δ =
1
kHcor
=
L/pi
Hcor
(11)
is the ratio between the magnetic and density scale heights
(dened also in Oliver et al., 1998). Since the background
coronal Alfv·enic velocity will be the main driver for the per-
turbations evolution and propagation, its functional prole in
Eq. (10), determined as we have just seen by the combined as-
sumptions of a potential eld magnetic arcade and of a nearly
isothermal corona, is a fundamental issue. When δ < 2, as
in our case (δ ' 0.22, by using the realistic numbers given
above), the coronal Alfv·en speed is a decreasing function of
height (while the beta increases), the opposite holding when
δ > 2. A constant coronal Alfv·enic velocity prole is found for
δ = 2⇒ L = 2piHcor.
The perturbation at t = 0 is taken as a purely transverse
velocity pulse vy, with By = 0, of normalized amplitude A and
located at (x0, z0):
vy =
Av0
1 + (r/r0)4 , (12)
where r = [(x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2]1/2, r0 = 103 km, and
v0 = 103 km s−1, which is the typical Alfv·en speed in the
corona (reached at z ' 22.4× 103 km in our settings). In Fig. 2
the two locations of the initial pulse considered here are also
shown: the symmetric case (run A) refers to a pulse located
at the center of the computational domain (x0 = 0, z0 = L/2),
whereas the asymmetric case (run B) refers to a pulse located at
(x0 = 2/3 L/2, z0 = L/4), approximately along the same eld-
lines. The two cases considered here simulate the response of
a coronal loop which is reached by blast waves produced by
nearby ares, case A for perturbations at the top of the loop
and case B for perturbations along one of its legs. In Sect. 4 we
Fig. 2. The initial configuration: magnetic field and related quantities.
Again the vertical extent of the domain is not entirely plotted. In the
last plot the two positions of the initial Alfve´nic pulse (given as a
pulse-like perturbation in the transverse velocity) are also indicated
(run A: symmetric case, run B: asymmetric case).
shall describe separately the results of the simulations in both
cases, for different values of the normalized amplitude A.
Numerical simulations will be here performed with a
third order (both in space and time) shock-capturing scheme
based on an ENO-type (Essentially Non Oscillatory, see Shu
1997, for a review) nite-difference scheme, with a simple
Lax-Friedrichs solver used in upwind uxes. Full description
of the code and of a general method to preserve numeri-
cally the divergence-free constraint Eq. (5) in shock-capturing
schemes (Upwind Constrained Transport, UCT) may be found
in Londrillo & Del Zanna (2000, 2004). The method and the
code have been recently extended to relativistic MHD for high
energy astrophysics applications (Del Zanna et al. 2003).
Due to the large gradients involved at the transition region
and to the presence of curved magnetic elds in the low-beta
corona, numerical diffusion of the equilibrium quantities is a
serious issue, especially for conservative schemes, and some
ad hoc treatments must be adopted. Our choice is to subtract
from the numerical uxes reconstructed at intercells the con-
tributions involving the equilibrium quantities alone, retain-
ing of course full non-linearity. In this way the equilibrium
is stable by denition, regardless of the resolution employed.
Wave propagation is instead affected by resolution. We nd that
400× 400 grid points, with uniform spacing in both directions,
is a good compromise between precision and efficiency. Runs
at lower resolution (200×200) already give the correct picture,
though numerical diffusion is still apparent because the pulse
is sampled with a small number of grid points. On the other
hand, higher resolution (600 × 600) does not improve signif-
icantly the results in comparison with the adopted one (e.g.,
in Fig. 4 discrepancies are less than 1% when motions affect
the corona alone, somehow higher after the interaction with the
steep transition region, since if it is moved from its original
position diffusion sets in).
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Finally, characteristics-based (transparent) outow bound-
ary conditions (see e.g. the appendix in Del Zanna et al. 2001)
are applied at z = 0 and z = L, whereas reecting conditions are
imposed at x = ±L/2, in order to prevent the ow from crossing
the x boundaries (vx vanishes automatically there), simulating
in this way a row of arcades in the x direction.
3. Basics of pulse propagation
In the linear 1-D MHD case, a velocity perturbation normal
to a background magnetic eld in a uniform plasma is known
to split into two Alfv·en waves propagating in opposite direc-
tions, each of them preserving the original shape but with half
the initial amplitude. The wave moving in the positive direc-
tion will be characterized by an anti-correlated transverse eld
perturbation δB = −(4piρ)−1/2δv, while positive correlation will
hold for the wave moving in the negative direction. The pon-
deromotive force due to the unbalanced magnetic eld, with a
quadratic (second order) dependence on the pulse amplitude,
triggers compressible pressure and density uctuations which
then propagate as fast and slow modes.
In our 2-D setup, the propagation of the MHD modes will
depend also on the shape of the underlying coronal eld and
density gradient, with Alfv·en and slow modes following the
curved path determined by the potential arcade, while the fast
mode will basically propagate isotropically. The speed of prop-
agation is of course expected to vary and both the amplitude
and shape of the pulses will change during propagation.
For example, consider the 2-D propagation of the two
Alfv·en waves triggered by our initial pulse. By using the
Els¤asser formalism, the linearized equations neglecting mode
coupling and reection are (e.g. Velli 1993):
∂tz± ± vA · ∇z± ∓
1
2
(∇ · vA)z± = 0, (13)
where x ≡ (x, z) and z±(x, t) = vy(x, t) ∓ By(x, t)/
√
4piρ(x) are
the two pulses propagating respectively parallel or antiparallel
to the local background B(x). Since ∇ · vA = − 12 vA · ∇ρ/ρ, it
is convenient to solve for the normalized quantities z±(x, t) =
[ρ(x)]−1/4 f ±(x, t), so that the equations for f ± simply become
[∂t ± vA · ∇] f ±(x, t) = 0. (14)
The above wave equations are now in the standard rst-order
form and may be solved by the method of characteristics (or
ray-tracing techniques). Thus, the following modications are
expected to arise with respect to the 1-D case:
1. Wave propagation now occurs along curved paths (the coro-
nal loop).
2. The background Alfv·en speed changes along the loop and
this leads to both a varying group velocity and to a defor-
mation of the initial shape, since different portions of the
wave packet will experience different phase speeds. In our
particular case we will see an acceleration and a spreading
(basically a dispersion-like effect) of the pulses when mov-
ing towards the transition region, where the Alfv·en velocity
is higher.
3. The amplitude changes systematically as ρ−1/4 and ρ(x) ≡
ρ(z) is a decreasing function of height, so the pulses am-
plitude will decrease while propagating downwards (WKB
losses), producing the apparent damping (the energy ux is
actually conserved).
Concerning slow and fast modes, since the initial perturba-
tion is in our case transverse to both the background magnetic
eld and the wave vector plane, that is ∇ · v = 0 at t = 0, thus
coupling to magnetosonic modes is still expected to be due to
the ponderomotive force alone and hence to depend quadrati-
cally on the initial vy amplitude.
All the above analytical predictions will be conrmed by
our numerical simulations, as discussed in the following sec-
tion.
4. Numerical results
4.1. Run A: symmetric case
For the rst simulation in the symmetric case we take a normal-
ized transverse velocity amplitude A = 0.1 in Eq. (12), which
corresponds to 100 km s−1 (the background Alfv·en speed is
slightly less than v0 = 103 km s−1 at the pulse initial position
z = L/2).
In Fig. 3 the time evolution of the transverse vy velocity
component (upper row) and of density perturbations (lower
row), normalized to the equilibrium density, is shown for the
entire x − z domain. We can follow the propagation of the vari-
ous MHD modes as described in Sect. 3 in the simulations: the
twin Alfv·enic pulses, each of initial amplitude of vy = (A/2)v0,
move downward following the same eldline on which they
had been originally placed (the plot at t = 10 s). At the same
time, the associated compressible uctuations propagate as fast
modes (the external arc) and slow modes (the inner couple of
uctuations). Notice the absence of trapped fast modes in the
loop, since we do not have a higher density structure which
may act as a wave-guide for such modes. As expected from
the analysis in Sect. 3, the transverse quantities suffer WKB
losses due to the increase of the background density, and at
the same time spread and deform along their path because of
the increase in the local Alfv·en speed. For similar reasons fast
waves present a narrow, compact front when propagating up-
ward, while the downward propagating front is hardly visible,
since it soon spreads at always increasing speed. Slow modes
do not show this behavior, and steadily propagate (along B0) at
approximately the sound speed cs ' 140 km s−1.
At later times, say t = 40 s, the transverse waves have
already bounced at the transition region (where they have re-
verted sign), reaching approximately the same positions as at
t = 10 s. The waves are now propagating in regions with a
lower density, so the front of each pulse assumes a more com-
pact shape. Time t = 100 s is about the total crossing time
(the pulses period), since each pulse has hit the transition twice
and converged back to the center of the computational domain.
Note the effect of the spreading, which is even more evident
at time t = 200 s, that goes together with a huge damping in
the amplitude of the waves (about a factor of three after each
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Fig. 3. Run A (symmetric case): transverse velocity (upper row) and relative density perturbations (lower row) at times t = 10 s, t = 40 s,
t = 100 s, and t = 200 s. Note that the color tables refer to symmetric ranges whose bounds are defined as ±max(|vy |) in the upper row
(decreasing with time) and as 0.005 in the lower row (kept constant in time).
bounce). This is not only due to WKB losses but also to re-
ection at the transition region, where the prole of the pulses
is somehow convolved with that of the density, producing an
additional dispersion of the wave packet.
As far as compressive uctuations are concerned, in the
t = 40 s plot the fast waves reected off the lateral bound-
aries are clearly visible (the correspondent amplitude is how-
ever very small), as well as the fast wave front which has been
reected off the transition region itself (with a larger curvature
radius, at a height of ' 30 × 103 km), which is just about to
follow the rst front in leaving the domain at t = 100 s. More
important are the density perturbations induced at the transition
region by the Alfv·en waves hitting the density wall. These per-
turbations may be quite large (up to <∼ 0.01, saturated in our
plots), since it is the transition region itself which is displaced
from the original position. The compressed plasma drives slow
waves, which appear as standing oscillations along the transi-
tion region, ow back into the corona along the arcade legs
and eventually penetrate the photosphere (at about 10 km s−1,
the local sound speed, too slow to be followed in our simu-
lations) toward the arcade footpoints. Finally, driven magne-
tosonic uctuations are also produced nonlinearly by the trav-
eling Alfv·en waves, apparently dragged along the arcade by the
mother waves and soon lling the entire path with compressive
noise.
The presence in our simulations of compressive modes as-
sociated to the propagation of the Alf·enic pulses may also pro-
vide a common theoretical background for both the observa-
tions of the fast transverse oscillations and the slow-mode lon-
gitudinal waves (see the Introduction).
Fig. 4. Run A (symmetric case): the transverse velocity as a function
of time. The maximum (solid line) and minus the minimum of vy, that
is the pulses peak values, are plotted in the figure.
The time evolution up to t = 300 s of the transverse ve-
locity component is summarized in Fig. 4, where the maxi-
mum and minimum (with reverted sign) over the whole do-
mains are computed (rms quantities show similar behaviors).
The peaks occurring every ∼ 50 s are due to the superposition
of the two waves (including the initial value vy = 100 km s−1),
whereas the strong damping caused by the stretching of the
pulses and by the interaction with the transition region at every
bounce (leakage to the photosphere, coupling to the transition
region nite width, mode conversion to compressible uctua-
tions) is apparent. It is unfortunately very hard to disentangle
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Fig. 5. Run A (symmetric case): transverse velocity (upper row) and
relative density perturbations (lower row) at times t = 10 s and t = 40 s
in the high amplitude (A = 5) case.
these combined effects to provide quantitative measurements
of each of those, also because of a loss of accuracy of the nu-
merical scheme (due to the large gradients involved and to ad-
ditional numerical diffusion) when the transition region is dis-
placed from its initial position, and because of the poor resolu-
tion in the photospheric region. A rough estimate of the fraction
of the Alfv·enic energy that leaks into the photosphere however
gives a gure around 10%, while that going into magnetosonic
waves seems to be less than 1%.
The waves treated so far are basically linear, since even at
the initial time each of the opposite propagating velocity pulses
has a peak of A/2 ' 5% with respect to the local Alfv·en speed.
Runs with higher amplitudes have been performed and the re-
sults are qualitatively the same as long as the initial amplitude
is less than the background Alfv·en speed. In particular it has
been possible to verify that the slow and fast modes generated
initially by the ponderomotive force scale exactly as A2, as ex-
pected.
Let us now consider a highly nonlinear case by taking
A = 5, that is an initial velocity of 5000 km s−1. The re-
sults before and after the rst bounce are reported in Fig. 5,
at times t = 10 s and t = 40 s as in the rst two columns of
Fig. 3. By comparing to the previous case, the nonlinear ef-
fects at work on the prole of the Alfv·enic pulses are appar-
ent. These have steepened in the direction of the motion and
thus present a highly non-symmetrical shape even at very early
times. Correspondingly the compressive uctuations, now even
of order one, look highly distorted too. In spite of these differ-
ences the plot of the decaying wave amplitudes as a function
of time looks very similar to that shown for the linear case, ob-
viously with values proportional to A, and we do not show it
here.
4.2. Run B: asymmetric case
Let us now consider the asymmetric case, that is when a trans-
verse perturbation is induced by a nearby are not at the top
of the arcade but along one of its legs (the assumed reecting
boundary conditions at x = L/2 assure that the arcade centered
at x = L is perturbed as well in a symmetric fashion).
The results are shown in Fig. 6, where the same outputs
as in the previous section have been reported. Differences in
the Alfv·enic and compressible uctuations are apparent, since
symmetry is clearly lost. At t = 10 s, due to the higher lo-
cal Alfv·en velocity in the lower part of the corona (almost
2000 km s−1 at the initial height z = L/4), the downward prop-
agating wave has already bounced off the transition region and
reverted its sign in vy. Both pulses then move toward the left
footpoint of the arcade and at t = 40 s they appear to con-
verge there together. Also at later times there is the contem-
porary presence of positive and negative components, which
have spread along the whole arcade, as in the previous case.
Compressive uctuations show the usual fast wave fronts and
slow mode peaks moving along the eldlines. At t = 40 s also
the reected fast wave front is visible. The density perturba-
tions created at the transition region due to its displacement
from the original position and the associated slow modes are
now larger than in the previous case, possibly because the pulse
is less stretched when it hits the density gradient (we maintain,
however, the same range in the color plots to enhance the coro-
nal density uctuations). The situation at later times is basically
the same as in run A.
In Fig. 7 we plot the time evolution of max(vy) and
−min(vy), calculated over the whole domain, as in the previ-
ous section. Note that the damping is even stronger than in
case A, and Alfv·enic pulses never combine together in a con-
structive way; on the contrary, pulses with opposite signs are
always present together at all times. The present situation may
resemble the scenario described by Aschwanden et al. (2002),
where in many different loops transverse pulses were observed
to propagate non-symmetrically back and forth along the eld-
lines and extremely short damping times, basically coincident
to the crossing times, were estimated.
We do not report here the high-amplitude case for run B,
for which the same kind of differences with respect to the linear
case shown in the previous section are found.
5. Discussion and conclusions
The 2.5-D MHD simulations presented in this paper are aimed
to include the effects of a stratied and inhomogeneous atmo-
sphere in the propagation of Alfv·enic pulses. We have demon-
strated that a simple explanation for the observed fast damping
of transverse oscillations in coronal loops might be provided
by the dispersion and amplitude decay of such pulses induced
by background density and magnetic eld gradients along the
loop.
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Fig. 6. Run B (asymmetric case): transverse velocity (upper row) and relative density perturbations (lower row) at times t = 10 s, t = 40 s,
t = 100 s, and t = 200 s. Note that the color tables refer to symmetric ranges whose bounds are defined as ±|max(vy)| in the upper row
(decreasing with time) and as 0.005 in the lower row (kept constant in time).
Fig. 7. Run B (asymmetric case): the transverse velocity as a function
of time. The maximum (solid line) and minus the minimum of vy, that
is the pulses peak values, are plotted in the figure.
Coronal loops are usually modeled as elongated cylindri-
cal structures with uniform density and magnetic eld, where
these quantities are allowed to change in the transverse direc-
tion alone, across the loop boundaries (ux-tube models). Our
approach is different. We have considered a 2-D arcade as a
system of neighboring loops in a stratied corona, where all
quantities vary also along the loop. In this case we have wave
propagation in a highly inhomogeneous medium: WKB losses
in the wave amplitude are at work when the pulses are moving
downward in the corona, where the density increases, and at
the same time the pulses suffer a strong spreading, due to the
increasing background Alfv·en speed. Additional stretching and
damping arise when the pulses interact and are reected off the
transition region, also partly due to leakage to the photosphere
and to the coupling with compressive modes. What is missing
in our model is the density enhancement along the loop and
thus the possibility of trapping the fast modes like in ux-tube
models.
How do our simulations relate to the observations? As dis-
cussed in the Introduction, it appears that the are-generated
transverse oscillations observed in coronal loops may be
vaguely classied into two categories. In the rst one are those
oscillations which are generally identied as global kink-type
standing modes. To this class belong the few known examples
where the loop magnetic eld strength has been tentatively in-
ferred by applying the theory of MHD modes in cylindrical
ux-tubes (Nakariakov & Ofman 2001). In the second class
lies the vast majority of the reported observations (Aschwanden
et al. 2002), where the oscillations seem to be rather due to
a superposition of impulsively generated MHD waves which
propagate back and forth and quickly decay (in 1 − 3 Alfv·enic
crossing times).
Our simulations are an attempt to model the second class of
observed cases, thus we have chosen a localized initial distur-
bance, either centered or not in our system of loops, rather than
imposing an initial motion to the whole loop. The results seem
to conrm the scenario described in the above paper, since the
pulses move back and forth along the loop, initially as a cou-
ple of elongated features and soon as a superposition of modes
with different signs and direction of propagation. After a few
crossing times nearby eldlines may appear to oscillate almost
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Fig. 8. Run A (symmetric case): the transverse displacement, calcu-
lated by integrating vy at the center of the computational domain (the
site of the disturbance at t = 0) as a function of time (symbols) and
its fit by using Eq. (15) (solid line). The ratio between the resulting
damping time and the period is τd/P ' 2.2.
as global Alfv·enic modes, in the sense that the single loops
move in phase all along their length.
In order to attempt a match of the decay times found in our
simulations with that measured by observing the transverse dis-
placement of real coronal loops, we have integrated in time the
vy velocity component of the pulses at a fixed position along the
loop, namely the site of the pulse at the beginning of the sim-
ulation. The prole of the displacement as a function of time
is plotted in Fig. 8 for the symmetric case A. The solid line
refers to a t made by assuming a damped cosine function for
the velocity,
δy(t) = s0 +
∫ t
0
C cos (2pit′/P) exp (−t′/τd) dt′, (15)
with s0 = 15 km, velocity amplitude C = 6.5 km s−1, wave
period P = 100 s, and damping time τd = 220 s. As we can
see, in spite of the initial differences due to the rapid transits
of the pulses at the considered site, after one or two periods
the simulated and t functions become almost identical. The
ratio between the damping time and the period is τd/P ' 2.2
in this case (even smaller ratios are found in the asymmetric
case, not shown here), which is well in the range of the data
set by Aschwanden et al. (2002; Fig. 18). The other values of
the t (oscillation amplitude, period, decay time) are all in the
lower bounds of the data set, but we should remember that we
had chosen a small loop (correspondent to an arcade width of
L = 50 × 103 km) for numerical convenience, and the Alfv·enic
crossing time obviously scales linearly with this quantity.
Comparing our work with the recent paper by Miyagoshi
et al. (2004), we nd they use very similar initial settings as in
our case (a 2-D potential eld arcade embedded in a vertically
stratied atmosphere), but their initial vy perturbation also de-
pends on y, thus introducing 3-D effects in the subsequent evo-
lution. The velocity at the site of the initial perturbation shows
a similar time dependency as we have found, though we do not
nd fully convincing the explanation provided for the damp-
ing, namely the leakage of the energy of fast modes out of the
simulation box. The mechanism described in the present paper
applies basically unchanged to the above 3-D settings, so this
should actually determine the observed decay. Moreover, due
to the large gradients involved and to the use of a second order
scheme, the numerical resolution employed by Miyagoshi et al.
is probably too low.
The mechanism suggested here for the observed fast decay
of transverse oscillations obviously does not rule out the other
explanations referenced in the Introduction, though we have
demonstrated how crucial is the inclusion in the modeling of
the loop curvature and of a varying Alfv·en velocity. The curva-
ture should also be included in ux-tube models, since global
trapped kink modes have a wavelength of the same order of the
length of the loop and hence of the curvature radius itself, thus
clearly 2-D effects must be important.
The preliminary simulations presented in this paper should
be extended by exploring a wider range of parameters. For ex-
ample the width of the initial pulse is a key ingredient, since
global oscillations may be more efficiently produced for larger
pulses. Moreover, our model could provide a diagnostic tool to
infer important properties of the loops, in the spirit of coronal
seismology. For example, the damping rates obviously depend
on the assumed Alfv·en speed prole (namely our parameter δ).
Another aspect which has not been investigated is the possible
link between the slow magnetosonic modes which are triggered
by the Alfv·enic pulses in our simulations and the observations
of such modes by the SOHO and TRACE instruments, as men-
tioned in the Introduction. We leave these tasks as future work.
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